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Review Statuses: 
There are mainly 4 statuses of review decision: 
 
1. Reject [for the cases related to plagiarism/related/dual-submission, upon clarifications, a paper may 
be accepted later; otherwise, a Reject status will not be overturned. So please do not request]. While 
submission, you agreed that you read http://iciev.org/plagiarism.pdf  
 
2. Awaiting Decision [not yet decided – still under-review or in communication with authors due to 
some issues]. 
 
3. IPS (Interactive Poster Session):– The status is Accept with Revision [major/minor].  Session Chair 
will manage each IPS, where authors will present their paper in front of the Session Chair and later 
allow audiences to share/ask on ideas. Authors will print poster of their own cost and ICIEV will 
provide poster stand and pins. One may show some demonstrations during this time, upon permission 
from the Committee. You can also bring your laptop to demonstrate your work. Details will be 
provided later in the website – size of the poster, etc. Three Best IPS Award papers will be selected by 
the Session Chairs based on the quality of work and presentation. Note that IPS papers are judged 
based on logistic plans, session management, sometimes on the importance of a paper where more 
interactive discussions may be necessary, or where demonstration may be required, etc. ICIEV will 
increase more IPS sessions in future so that authors and attendees – both can get enough time to 
interact, ask questions easily from basics, learn from experts on a work to improve which are usually 
not possible in Oral sessions due to short time for Oral presentations as well as, shyness to ask basic 
questions or advice. So, ICIEV feels that IPS sessions are more worthy for researchers and attendees. 
However, due to logistics and facilities, we are unable to keep ALL accepted papers in IPS now.  
 
4. Accept with minor revision:– These papers are selected for Oral presentations [last year oral 
presentation time was 12 min including QA session]. Detailed program and time will be announced 
later. One may decide to switch from Oral to IPS, and vice versa [if slots can be managed]. Authors will 
have to submit the PPT slides ahead through the CMT once we inform you do to this. Three Best Paper 

Award & Best Presentation Award will be announced in the Award Ceremony of the conference along 
with Best IPS Award.  
 
NOW, unless a paper is updated as per the review comments reasonably - the ICIEV may reject an 
accepted paper [either oral or IPS] after your final manuscript submission. So, we request you to 
consider the comments of reviewers. Each paper MUST have separate registration by one author at 
least. Looking forward to meet you in the conference! For any query, please visit the website and links 
carefully. The final program with time will be announced 2 weeks before the conference.  
 
 
Best regards 
 
ICIEV  
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